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Polk Audio SDA - CRS stereo speakers Item number: 5729007298
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Winning bid: US $306.00

Ended: Nov-06-04 21:18:29 
PST
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PDT

History: 14 bids   (US $125.00
starting bid)

Winning bidder:

Item location: Richardson, TX
United States
/Dallas-Fort Worth

Ships to: United States, 
Canada
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costs
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return policy

Seller information

Description
Item Specifics - Home Speakers

Speaker Type: Bookshelf Wireless: --
Brand: Polk Condition: Used
Cabinet Color: Wood - Light

Polk Audio SDA-CRS 
 Acronyms: Stereo Dimensional Array - Compact Reference System

Each has a Polk standard fluid-cooled tweeter, two polymer-coated mid-range speakers with rubber surrounds, and



a large bass reflex passive driver in the rear. 

SDA stands for "Stereo Dimensional Array"  An interconnect cable connecting the R and L speakers is utilized for 
cross-talk cancellation.  An out-of-phase signal of the left channel is sent/emitted  from the far right driver in the 
right speaker.  In turn, an out-of-phase signal of the right channel is sent/emitted from the far left driver in the left 
speaker.  These out of phase signals cancel any cross-talk you may hear.  With the SDA technology, the left ear 
only hears what is coming out of the left speaker and the right ear hears only what is coming out of the right 
speaker giving you excellent stereo separation.

These are well-built mdf cabinets covered with real stained oak veneer. There are a few superficial scratches. One 
speaker has a ding in it (see pictures), but it camouflaged by the rich wood grain.  The SDA cable has slight kink in
one of the connector plugs, but it is still fully functional.  The R-H speaker is missing the Polk Audio logo on the
grill.  The grills have a few small blemishes, but are in good shape (6/10 see photos).

Both speakers are in excellent working condition.  They will be carefully packed and shipped in two separate
boxes in order to minimize any shipping damage.

Features and Specifications:

Speaker Enclosures (2): 32 lbs each, 21"(w) x 12"(d) x 14" (h). 
Thermal, Self-Resetting Tweeter Protection
Rear facing Passive Radiator
Left-Right Mirror-Imaged Cabinets
Full Range

See my other auction for some great stands to compliment these speakers!

These speakers are full range speakers that are awesome with two channel music and provide excellent front effects 
for Home Theater.  It's very hard to find speakers these days that have a 3 dimensional soundstage that these
speakers provide.  With the interconnect cable attached, the soundstage will expand from wall to wall with
excellent depth.  Without the interconnect cable, these speakers sound more like traditional non-SDA speakers. 
SDA is a patented technology from Polk.  Check out the Polk forums and you will find that many people wish that
Polk would continue to provide speakers with SDA technology.  These speakers also provide excellent bass
extension.  In my opinion, it's very hard to find speakers that sound better than these for under $1,000.

I'm the original owner, bought these in the mid 80’s for about $600 (on sale).  Both speakers are in great shape. 
The interconnect cable is included.  Setup recommendations are printed on the back of the speaker.  I have always 
used proper amplification with the speakers and they have been well taken care of, I have never tripped the tweeter
protection circuit. 
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Shipping, payment details and return policy
Services Available Available to
UPS Ground United States Only

US Postal Service Parcel Post® United States Only

US Postal Service Priority Mail® United States Only

Will ship to United States, Canada

Shipping insurance
 Optional

Seller's payment instructions
All sales are final. I will send item when payment is received, or when personal check clears 
if applicable. SHIPPING ESTIMATE IS CALCULATED FOR ONE SPEAKER IN ONE BOX.

Calculate shipping  

Enter your US
ZIP Code:

Calculate

Learn more about how 
calculated shipping works.

Payment methods accepted
prefers PayPal.

Money order/Cashiers check
Learn about payment methods.
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